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nexus news – June 18

Dates for the week There is so much happening in school at the
ahead: moment and despite coming to the end of the
academic year it is one of the busiest times in a
28 June – Dr
Gupta Clinic

school, especially at Nexus.

29th June 9.30 –
10.30 Parent’s
Coffee Morning
with Scott

There have been a number of sports competitions

th

29 June 2.30 pm
Rehearsals School
Hall for Disability
Day Event 15th
July

over the last few weeks and more to come before
the end of term, and I will share some of these with
you over the coming newsletters.
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Next week the weather is forecast to be extremely
hot. Please ensure that your child is wearing suitable
clothing, brings a hat for outdoor play, and has sun
cream (please also apply sun cream before coming
to school). I know that this is not always possible
and therefore we will do our best to keep pupils out
of direct sunlight on the very hot days.
We have approved the plans for our new soft play
room which we hope will be installed over the
summer holidays. As well as what can be seen in the
pictures below there will also be a range of other
resources and equipment to use.
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Have a good weekend
Scott Jarred - Headteacher
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A week in the life of Sensory 1
Hello and welcome to Sensory 1. Our topic this term is Seashore, we have
been and will continue to be developing our exploratory skills within our
topic ‘seashore’ this term.
On a weekly basis we keep our days very consistent so that we are all
aware of what is going on and nothing surprises us. This week we have
been working hard in the hydro therapy pool as well as in the multisensory room. Here you can see how much we enjoy the hydro pool

Also in class we have been exploring this terms sensory story which is ‘A
Teddy Bear’s Picnic’. Going on an adventure with Bertie the monkey and
finding the perfect spot to picnic whilst encountering a range of sensory
mediums on the way. Here are a few pictures of Bertie and some pupils
on their adventure.

Other activities that we have enjoyed this week have been foot painting
to create our ocean background and sensory star fish within our art
sessions. We also enjoy Daily physiotherapy and Sensory Development
session which include Sensology and Body Awareness.

